MANY SIGNS, ONE SUN

Take a card sheet and draw the above symbols on it. Carefully cut out the symbols with a sharp knife. Go outside in sunlight and hold the card close to the ground. Examine the shadow cast by the card. You will see the various signs on the card projected on the ground. Now, slowly raise the card towards the sun as high as possible. The different signs all become the same. They all become circles of light, circles of our broader understanding. As you go higher, the circles touch each other, an expression of unity, of coming together, of our essential oneness as human beings and earth citizens.

Why does this happen? This is not a miracle. It is based on the science of optics. The circles of light that you see are all the images of the sun. Therefore, “Many signs, One sun”. They are round because the sun is round. This effect can also be seen in a pinhole camera.
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